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Researchers at British 
Geological Survey and 
University College London 
have found 0.66 million 
km3

These aquifers are 
arguably a 
‘commons’ or  
‘common pool 
resource’ 



By assuming a global irrigated area of approximately 270 million ha, of which approximately 85% is 
gravity/surface fed, we could for the purposes of demonstration, accept a 10% relative reduction in 
total consumption (via non-beneficial consumption and non-recovered losses).  Assuming a 
cautiously low gross annual consumption of 600 mm (building on Doll and Siebert’s (2002) figure of 
approximately 420 mm net crop water requirement globally) this 10% saving in consumption gives a 
reduction of consumption down to 540 mm, releasing 60 mm depth equivalent.  Spread over 270 
million hectares, this is equivalent to 0.44 cubic kilometres water per day, the same volume as 
providing 7 billion people with approximately 63 litres per day of water per person; a sizeable 
proportion of an individual’s daily water requirement

Researchers have found 160 cubic kilometres of available 
freshwater water.

Released by improving the management of inefficient 
irrigation systems

Enough for 60 litres for every human every day

‘Huge’ water resource exists in irrigation

A freed-up and 
salvaged ‘loss’ is a 
‘paracommons’ 



The paracommons: the use of 

metaphor to capture nature-society 

governance

Hardin’s ‘Tragedy of the Commons’ (1968) 

‘commons and anticommons’ where under or over 
regulation is expressed (Heller 2008; Brede 2009)

‘inverse commons’ (Raymond, 1999) where greater 
consumption and sharing leads to greater good

‘new commons’ (Hess, 2008) identified as those without 
developed rules and institutions; 

‘invisible commons’ (Bruns, 2011) covering the challenges of 
groundwater; 

‘semi-commons’ where overlapping ownership regimes in 
water exist (Smith, 2008).

Paracommons of yet-to-be-conserved freed-up resources

‘Para’; against, alongside, parallel, viewpoint
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Water abstractors competing over the 

common pool for irrigation

Common pool and abstractions 

divided into a pie-chart

Irrigation abstractions divided into 

net demands and wastes/wastages

A, 30% efficient 

B, 90% efficient

C, 80% 

efficient

D, 50% efficient 
Wastes/wastages 

or ‘tare’ fraction



A, 30% efficient 

B, 90% efficient

C, 80% 

efficient

D, 50% efficient 

A, net fraction

B, net

C, net

D, net

A, tare

B, tare

C, tare

D, tare

All: The commons

The loss fractions comprise the paracommons if 

freed-up and made available. See next Figure

CP 

remaining

From previous 

Figure
Showing only net abstractions and 

CP remaining

Showing only inefficient fractions – the 

‘tare’ or losses of each farmer’s demand

Re-combining

Re-combining



Future; the ‘intending to be’ 

more efficient sector or system
Present; the ‘believed to be’ less 

efficient sector or system

In the future system, the efficiency 

is higher and the waste, wastages 

or losses of ‘b2’ are lower than ‘b1’.  

This is a gain in efficiency as a 

performance measure.

Attempts to raise 

efficiency and reduce 

wastes and wastages 

Reworking 

resource systems

This is the material gain or ‘ 

as a result of the efficiency 

gain.  

Less waste and 

wastage, ‘b2’

‘a1’ net

‘b1’ tare

‘a2’, net

The paracommons is understood through 

questions such as:

- How much of a material gain is ‘freed up’?

- Who gets the gain of an efficiency gain (to 

which user, system or sector does this gain 

flow to?)

- How are relations changed by efficiency?

CP 

remaining

Efficiency = net / gross

Efficiency = net / net + tare

Efficiency = a1/(a1+b1)

The paracommons



Savings made in Mexican irrigation “by 
lining canals and upgrading the way crops 
are irrigated” to be banked in Lake Mead

Commons: How much water in 
Colarado River and who gets it? 
Paracommons: How much water can 
be saved; how to reserve and relocate 
this saved water and who gets it?  The 
promise of gains in the future. 

Prefigurations of material 

benefits of efficiency gains 



Norris (2011) “.. the United States 
Supreme Court’s recent decision in 
Montana v Wyoming brings to the 
forefront one of the most 
complicated and contested facets 
of irrigation efficiency: who owns 
the rights to the conserved water?” 

Downstream Montana complained 
against Wyoming for introducing 
more efficient irrigation that 
reduced drainage on which it relied

Paradox and 

paracommons revealed



Who gets the gain of material gain?  
Paracommons destinations of savings  

So the problem is that if *you* have 
saved a resource…. 

It gets used by you later on

It gets used someone close to you

It gets used by someone you don’t 
know for another economic purpose

And therefore it might… 
Not end up conserved in nature



The salvaged loss 

moves to immediate 

neighbours in a 

neighbourhood 

system to raise 

production or sustain 

benefits

The salvaged 

loss moves to or 

stays with the 

proprietor

system to raise 

production and 

productivity

The salvaged loss moves to the common pool and/or 

the environment for conservation and productivity

Salvaged loss 

created by an 

efficiency gain

The salvaged loss moves to the wider economy, or 

to government, urban, and industrial demands. 

To ‘unrelated neighbours’

Highly appropriative system pulls 

salvaged resources away from 

returning to the common pool –

away from ‘greenness’ 



1

3Distribution of salvaged 
wastes/wastages

The householder (proprietor)

Household refuse 
then to neighbouring 
parties

Back to the common pool

The wider economy

The resource plus 
losses together

The ‘normal’ losses



4: Non-recovered fraction to sinks, 

locked up (NRF)

1: Process beneficial consumption (PBC)
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pool; CP

2: Non-process beneficial 
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3: Non-beneficial consumption 

(NBC) (coupled / non-coupled)
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Multiple fractions 

and pathways
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To wider 
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(WE) 

Stays in CP 

or to WE

IWMI-Water accounts 
(Karimi, 2012)



4: Non-recovered fraction to sinks, 

locked up (NRF)

1: Process beneficial consumption (PBC)

1

Common 

pool; CP

2: Non-process beneficial 

consumption (NPBC)

3: Non-beneficial consumption 

(NBC) (coupled / non-coupled)

3

Multiple fractions 

and pathways

5
5: Recovered fraction to basin (RF)
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4

To wider 

economy 

(WE) 

Stays in CP 

or to WE

Perry (2007) accounts

Withdrawal



A = Potential withdrawal (PW)

B = Nominal withdrawal (NW)

C = Gross withdrawal (GW)

D = Avoided intrinsic withdrawal (AIW)

E = Avoided gross withdrawal (AGW)

IW = Intrinsic withdrawal

EW = Extrinsic withdrawal

9: Harmful fraction: Returned 

as polluting impacts on 

resource (HF)

10: Attenuated fraction: 

Returned with delayed 

timing (AF)

11: Recovered 

fraction to common 

pool (RF)

4: Non-recovered fraction to sinks, 

locked up, distantly placed or very 

delayed timing when recovered (NRF)

1: Process beneficial consumption (PBC)

12: Forestalled 

fraction kept in 

pool (FF) 
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13: Avoided extrinsic fraction (AEF)
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3: Non-beneficial consumption 

(NBC) (coupled / non-coupled)
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Multiple fractions 

and pathways11

6+7: Forestalled to parallel/ 

subordinate neighbour 

consumption (FP/SNC)

5: Forestalled fraction to 

same proprietor for PBC 

consumption (FSPC) 
7

8

= Regulation 

stage

EW
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8: Recovered fraction to subordinate 

neighbour for consumption (RSNC)
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15: Offset fraction (OFF)

16: Transferred fraction (TFF)
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To wider 
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(WE) 

Stays in CP 

or to WE

IW
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Lankford (2014) accounts



Top-ender’s 

rice nursery

Tail-ender’s 

rice nursery

Being a waterist; who knows how to control & ‘save’ water



Conclusions
Selected ideas

Paracommons; the idea of a material gain arising out of the 
performance gain to be competed over

Promise and prefiguration; the idea of a future performance 
gain as a result of a policy intervention

Paradox; the idea of outcomes going against expectation or 
original prefiguration

Parallax views; Who knows how to save water?  A transect 
through water saving conceptions; esp water accounting

Destinations of material gains – four resolutions/outcomes

Liminality; a space & time transition through which wastes 
and wastages pass and resolve themselves (in-betweenness) 



Thank you (and the book)
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